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â€œRick and Morty is fun and hilarious and all those things that you really want from a comic...â€• -

NewsaramaThe hit comic book series based on Dan Harmon and Justin Roiland's hilarious [adult

swim] animated show RICK & MORTY is now available in its first collection! Join the excitement as

depraved genius Rick Sanchez embarks on insane adventures with his awkward grandson Morty

across the universe and across time. Caught in the crossfire are his teenage granddaughter

Summer, his veterinary surgeon daughter Beth, and his hapless son-in-law Jerry. This collection

features the first five issues of the comic book series, including "â€œThe Wubba Lubba Dub Dub of

Wall Street,â€• "Mort-Balls!" and more, along with hilarious mini-comics showcasing the whole

family.
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Let's face it: a lot of hit animated shows get a comic book version. This one is pretty much par for

the course. It's sort of like the TV show. Just so long as you don't look or think too deeply.Rick and

Morty - the show - is currently my absolute favorite thing on TV. It's smart, it deals almost effortlessly

with some of the great "absolutes" of literary fiction, and it's rolling in the aisles funny.This book... is

the "Uncle Steve" version of Rick and Morty (you'll get that reference if you've seen season two,

episode four of the show). The deeper layers of meaning aren't quite there, and when this book

does try to put them in, to be honest it just feels like they're painting by numbers. Zac Gorman, who

gets the writing credits on this one, isn't quite up to the standard of the people who did the writing for



the show. As a result, this whole thing has a definite "B" feel to it.Now, don't get me wrong: A "B"

isn't bad. This book made me laugh. Often. If you expect no more from it than that, I think you'll

enjoy it. Just don't let it infest your brain, okay?It is a definite notch down from what we get on

TV.Theo.

Just buy this book, okay? Well, if you're a Rick and Morty fan, which I'm assuming you are. I

assume everyone is. Sometimes I assume wrong, but then I pretend like you are anyway, so it all

works out. The characters are very true to the show, and stuff happens that is pretty amusing and

stuff.

For those who might be fans of Rick and Morty and want to buy this, PLEASE keep in mind that the

Rick and Morty TV universe is different than the comics' Rick and Morty (think Marvel's Cinematic

Universe and Marvel's Comic Universe.)Due to the fact comics only have so many pages, the story

feels rushed at times. Some of the jokes fall flat just due to the fact you can't hear Rick's sarcastic

and constantly bored voice or Morty's naive unsure voice.The art style(s) all are pleasing to my

eyes, but please keep in mind that it changes often. Some people may find this jarring or find that it

may ruin the feel.Overall, if you're a fan and just want something to hold you over til season 3 debut

in December you should buy it. Just keep your mind open and don't expect all the jokes to hit like

they do in the show.

This was pretty much exactly what I wanted out of a Rick & Morty comic, although it's clear it hasn't

QUITE found its groove yet, and it hasn't had enough time to explore some of the more complex

aspects of the characters. Like the show, however, it is primarily goofy and intelligent, but with a few

dark moments. It doesn't shy away from having some warmth, but it isn't heavy-handed with it. The

dialogue is almost perfectly written, and you can hear the characters speaking in your head VERY

easily. If I had one major complaint, it would be the story pacing.. since pacing is a big part of the

comedic timing that makes the series (and the comic) so good, it's hard to pace the adventure in a

manner that lends itself well enough to the comic page while still maintaining that. That aspect of

things does get better in later chapters here, however, so I'm optimistic that as the series continues

it'll be ironed out. Looking forward to future R&M installments for sure!

Some other comics I've read had a difficult time keeping the same feel as the tv show they're based

off. This is the exception. It felt like the show but in comic form. I could read the dialogue and hear



the characters speaking in my head. If you're dying for more Rick and Morty content and like

comics, pick this up.

This comic is great. It mimics the atmosphere of the original show very well, although it's missing

the cosmic-horror-like feeling each episode hasThe comic is canon (sort of). The TV show features

Rick C-137 while the comic stars Rick C-132. So they're within the (infinite) multiverse.each issue is

hillarious and creative just like the show but it lacks... something. It just isnt the same. It also doesnt

add much to the lore of Rick and Morty aside from the labyrinth (which is a miniscule lore piece).All

in all, this comic is 4.5/5. Great for anyone familiar with Rick and Morty

My husband is a big Rick and Morty fan, and I happened to notice someone reading this in the city. I

quickly looked it up and found it on  for the best price. He didn't even know there was a comic and

he was thrilled. When I asked how it was, he replied between laughs "its [****] great." If you're a fan

of Rick and Morty, this is right up your alley. Just as entertaining as the cartoon.

Get your Rick and Morty fix here folks!!!! Wubba lubba lub dubs!!!!!!! It felt like the show in my

hands. As close as you can get to animated characters. They dont even need to pay the actors for

this little gold mine.Come one, Come all. This is a must read for fans.Girlfriends buy this for your

lover. Boyfriends you do the same. Grandma, what are you reading this for?!!! Oh, little Jimmie will

love it. Give it a go.
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